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Abstrat
Dierent approahes to the nonlinear dynamis of premixed ames
exist in the literature: equations based on developments in a gas ex-
pansion parameter, weak nonlinearity approximation, potential model
equation in a oordinate-free form. However the relation between these
dierent equations is often unlear. Starting here with the low vor-
tiity approximation proposed reently by one of the authors, we are
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able to reover from this formulation the dynamial equations usually
obtained at the lowest orders in gas expansion for plane on average
ames, as well as obtain a new seond order oordinate-free equation
extending the potential ow model known as the Frankel equation. It
is also ommon to modify gas expansion theories into phenomelogial
equations, whih agree quantitatively better with numerial simula-
tions. We disuss here what are the restritions imposed by the gas
expansion development results on this proess.
1 Introdution
The nonlinear desription of the Darrieus-Landau (DL) instability of pre-
mixed ames began twenty-ve years ago, when Sivashinsky obtained, as a
rst-order development in powers of a gas expansion parameter, a nonlinear
equation known today as the Sivashinsky equation (Sivashinsky 1977). Start-
ing with the rst simulations of Mihelson (see for instane (Mihelson and
Sivashinsky 1982)) and with the analytial solution of Thual with oauthors
(Thual, Frish and Henon 1985), this equation has shown a surprising quali-
tative agreement with experiments and diret numerial simulations (Denet
and Haldenwang 1995, Byhkov, Golberg, Liberman and Eriksson 1996,
Kadowaki 1999, Travnikov, Byhkov and Liberman 2000). The only nonlin-
ear term of the Sivashinsky equation has a purely geometrial origin and is not
related to the usual nonlinearity of the Navier-Stokes equations. Challenged
by Clavin about the fat that the Navier-Stokes nonlinearity should indue
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modiations of the ame equation, partiularly for realisti gas expansion,
Sivashinsky went on to show, in a joint paper with Clavin (Sivashinsky and
Clavin 1987), that even at the seond order in gas expansion, the equa-
tion obtained was still an equation with the same terms, only with modied
oeients. Today various methods try to improve on these equations by
using the approximation of weak nonlinearity or next orders in gas expan-
sion (Zhdanov and Trubnikov 1989, Joulin 1991, Byhkov 1998a, Kazakov
and Liberman 2002b, Boury 2003). On the other hand, similar to the origi-
nal Sivashinsky equation, all these equations have been derived for the pla-
nar on average ame front, and are valid only when the slope is not too
large. Atually, dierent variations of the Sivashinsky equation have been
onstruted for dierent geometries like expanding ames (Filyand, Sivashin-
sky and Frankel 1994, D'Angelo, Joulin and Boury 2000) or oblique ames
(Boury and Joulin 2002), when the ame shape departs slightly from the
unperturbed ase.
A dierent equation was introdued in the theoretial ommunity by
Frankel (Frankel 1990) in 1990, although parts of this approah were antii-
pated by numerial studies, see for instane (Ghoniem, Chorin and Oppenheim
1982). The Frankel equation was derived in a oordinate-free form (in two
or three dimensions) using similarities between eletrostatis and the ame-
generated ow. Construting his theory Frankel assumed that the ow is
potential everywhere and negleted vortiity generated by the ame in the
burnt gas. As a matter of fat, suh an assumption originated in the analy-
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sis by Sivashinsky (Sivashinsky 1977). Numerial simulations demonstrated
that the Frankel equation desribes qualitatively well the nonlinear evo-
lution of expanding ames (Frankel and Sivashinsky 1995, Blinnikov and
Sasorov 1996, Ashurst 1997, Denet 1997) and oblique ames (Denet 2002)
(even reently in three dimensions (Denet 2004)). The Frankel equation be-
ame espeially popular in the studies of fratal ames developing beause of
the DL instability on large sales (Blinnikov and Sasorov 1996, Denet 1997).
From a theoretial point of view, the relationship between the Frankel
and Sivashinsky equations was put forward from the very beginning, sine the
original paper (Frankel 1990) showed that the Frankel equation redues to the
Sivashinsky equation for plane on average ames (with lateral boundaries at
innity) and for expanding ames. However, validity of the Frankel equation
has been questioned rather often beause of the assumption of the potential
ow, whih, in priniple, violates hydrodynami onservation laws of the
ame front. The original analysis (Frankel 1990) did not demonstrate if the
Frankel equation follows from the hydrodynami equations in the limit of
small gas expansion, as it was done for the Sivashinsky equation (Sivashinsky
1977).
Reently, however, one of us (Byhkov, Zaytsev and Akkerman 2003) re-
onsidered the problem and introdued a low vortiity approximation (om-
pared to the Frankel ase, where the vortiity is stritly zero), whih was
justied by the previous analysis of urved ames (Byhkov 1998a). The
approximation of low vortiity enabled to derive a system of oordinate-free
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equations desribing the evolution of the front even for realistially large
thermal expansion of the burning matter. This system of equations is rather
omplex and has not been suessfully solved numerially for the moment.
In the present paper, we develop this system up to the seond order in gas
expansion, whih is equivalent to developing the hydrodynamial equations
at this order. Suh alulation proves the Frankel equation at the rst order
in gas expansion, and leads to a seond order form of the equation (we will
however insist on some diulties spei to the oblique ame geometry).
This form in turn an be demonstrated to ontain the Sivashinsky-Clavin
equation in the planar on average ase.
In Setion 2 we obtain this seond order form. In Setion 3 this equation
will be redued to the Sivashinsky-Clavin equation. In Setion 4 we disuss
some basi problems related to the Sivashinsky-Clavin equation and expan-
sion in powers of a small parameter in general. Finally, Setion 5 ontains a
onlusion.
2 Derivation of the seond order Frankel equa-
tion
Let us start this setion by summarizing the main points of the low vortiity
approximation of (Byhkov et al. 2003) (the reader is invited to read this
artile for more details). This approximation is derived from the hydrody-
namial equations :
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∇ · u = 0,
∂u
∂τ
+ (u · ∇)u = −ϑ∇Π,
where the equations written are made non-dimensional with the use of the
laminar ame veloity Uf and a referene length R. The non-dimensional
veloity is noted u and the pressure Π = (P − Pf ) /ρfU
2
f , ϑ = 1 in the
fresh mixtures and ϑ = Θ in the burnt gases. The ame is onsidered as a
disontinuity, Θ = ρf/ρb is the ratio of density in fresh and burnt gases. The
parameter (Θ− 1) will be the parameter of the expansion. The boundary
onditions of the ame an be lassially shown to lead to
u+ = u− + (Θ− 1)n,
Π+ = Π− + 1−Θ,
where n is the normal vetor to the ame surfae, direted towards the burnt
gases. The rst boundary ondition aounts for both the jump of normal
veloity and onservation of tangential veloity at the front. We introdue
the veloity potentials in fresh (−) and burnt (+) matter φ±, whih satisfy
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the Laplae equation and are dened by
u− = ∇φ−,
u+ = up+ + uυ+ = ∇φ+ + uυ+, (1)
where up+ and uυ+ are the potential and vortial parts of the veloity eld
in the burnt gases.
We work in a loal system of oordinates moving with the ame front at
the veloity −Vsn suh as ∇s = et ·∇, where et is the unit tangential vetor,
and
∂
∂τs
=
∂
∂τ
− Vs
∂
∂n
.
Using basi properties of Green funtions of the Laplae equation, Bernoulli
integrals, and boundary onditions at the front, the following system of equa-
tions (low vortiity limit) is obtained
∂
∂τs
(φ+ − φ− + φ− (1−Θ)) =
Θ− 1
2
u2
−
−(Θ− 1)V 2s +(Θ− 1) Vs+Vsuυn++f,
(2)
∂uυ
∂τ
+ (up+ · ∇)uυ = 0. (3)
Note that the form given here is not the nal form of (Byhkov et al. 2003),
here we do not inorporate Θ into the variables in order to make the devel-
opment in (Θ− 1) easier. Equation (2) omes from the Bernoulli integral;
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f is generally a funtion of time appearing in the Bernoulli integrals (unlike
(Byhkov et al. 2003) we have inluded a onstant term (Θ− 1)2 /2 into f).
We will hoose however not to inlude any additive terms ontaining a fun-
tion of time in the potentials, so that f has to be onsidered as a onstant.
Furthermore, stritly speaking, we ould add a onstant in uυ+ and subtrat
it from up+ but naturally uυ+ has to be taken as small as possible, whih
makes the Bernoulli integral a good approximation of the Navier-Stokes equa-
tion in the burnt gases. A non-zero value of f would lead to a onstant value
of uυn+ at innity (onveted by the potential veloity) for a plane or oblique
geometry, so that we must have in this ase f = 0. Similarly, in the ase of
the expanding geometry, a non zero value of f would leave a onstant value
of uυn+ behind the front, whih is not possible beause there is no soure or
sink present inside the expanding ame.
Equation (3) expresses the fat that the vortial part of the veloity eld
is onveted by the potential part (it will reate a shear ow at innity in
the plane onguration that would disappear far from the ame if visosity
was inluded). Note that this equation is dierent from the equivalent one
given in (Byhkov et al. 2003), whih inluded only the time derivative. As
formulated in (Byhkov et al. 2003), the approah of low vortiity takes into
aount only onvetion by the uniform omponent of the veloity eld. In
the geometry of planar (on average) ame front propagating along z-axis
this orresponds to the drift term Θ∂uυ/∂z. In the ase of expanding ames
there is no uniform veloity in the burnt matter and the vortiity reated at
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the ame surfae is simply left behind as the ame radius inreases; by this
reason the drift term was omitted in (Byhkov et al. 2003). In the present
paper we are interested in small gas expansion of the ame equations, whih
allows to onsider a more general form of equation (3). Note also that at the
dominating order in gas expansion, the onvetion by the potential veloity
is simply equivalent to the onvetion by the injetion veloity. Developing
equation (3) and using the ontinuity equation (n is the normal, s represents
the tangential oordinates)
∂uυn+
∂n
+∇s · uυt+ = 0
and uυt+ = ∇s (φ− − φ+), we obtain
∂uυ
∂τs
· n+ ((upt+ · ▽s)uυ) · n = (Vs + upn+)∇
2
s (φ− − φ+) , (4)
where Vs = 1 − un−. Compared to (Byhkov et al. 2003), we have two
supplementary terms oming from the onvetion by the potential ow eld.
The rst term of equation (4) (the term with the time derivative) is also
slightly orreted ompared to this paper.
The Laplae equation leads to an equation with a dierent form in two
and three dimensions:
3D : φ++φ− = −
1
2pi
∫ (
Θ− 1− uυn+
|rs − r|
+ (φ+ − φ−)n ·
rs − r
|rs − r|
3
)
dS(rs),
(5)
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or
2D : φ++φ− = −
1
pi
∫ (
(Θ− 1− uυn+) ln |rs − r| − (φ+ − φ−)n ·
rs − r
|rs − r|
2
)
dl(rs).
(6)
Now let us expand all variables in powers of (Θ− 1):
φ± = φ
(1)
± + φ
(2)
± + · · ·
u− = u
(1)
− + u
(2)
− + · · ·
Vs = V
(0)
s + V
(1)
s + V
(2)
s · · ·
uυn+ = u
(1)
υn+ + u
(2)
υn+ + · · ·
∂
∂τs
= O (Θ− 1),
where the subsript
(i)
means that the term is of order (Θ− 1)i. Note
also that we do not expand the positions r in powers of (Θ− 1); this an be
done only in partiular geometries, when the dierene between the atual
and the unperturbed positions is of order O (Θ− 1). To redue the equation
obtained to the Sivashinsky-Clavin equation in the planar geometry, we will
have to onsider the fat (see setion 3) that the vertial oordinate is of order
(Θ− 1), but this order of magnitude estimate is not geometry-independent.
First, using the relation Vs = 1− un− we nd that V
0
s = 1. Note that at
this zeroth order, we an have a term V
(0)
boundary ≡ Vinj (a onstant injetion
veloity, for instane) that has to be added to the veloity eld in order to
satisfy the boundary onditions at innity. At eah order, we will enounter
a Vboundary term, so let us dene it properly. Vboundary is a veloity eld
obeying the Laplae equation, without jumps on the ame surfae, whih
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helps satisfying the boundary onditions at innity. Although we will perform
the alulations in a referene frame without injetion veloity, let us note
that with an injetion veloity we would have V 0s = 1 − Vinjn. Obviously,
the Bernoulli relation is Galilean invariant, so we hoose the referene frame
where the alulations are simpler, knowing that at the end, the injetion
veloity (if present) may be added to the nal formula.
By developing equation (2) we have at the O(1) order
− (Θ− 1)V (0)2s + (Θ− 1)V
(0)
s + V
(0)
s u
(1)
υn+ = 0,
whih, with V (0)s = 1, leads to u
(1)
υn+ = 0. We also have, aording to equation
(4)
0 = ∇2s
(
φ
(1)
− − φ
(1)
+
)
,
whih implies in three dimensions, using equation (5) and the value of u
(1)
υn+
φ
(1)
− = φ
(1)
+ = −
1
4pi
∫ Θ− 1
|rs − r|
dS(rs). (7)
This is the potential of a uniformly harged surfae. Apart from multiplia-
tive fators we will all (Θ− 1) the surfae harge (or line harge for the or-
responding two dimensional equation). The reader is referred to (Denet 2002)
for a simple presentation of this eletrostati analogy. This potential leads
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to the orresponding veloity
V (1)s = −u
(1)
n− =
(Θ− 1)
2
(
1 +
1
2pi
∫
n · (rs − r)
|rs − r|
3 dS(rs)
)
−V
(1)
boundary · n. (8)
Up to the rst order, Vs = 1+ V
(1)
s , whih is exatly the Frankel equation in
three dimensions (when the ame front is a surfae).
Now let us onsider the O(2) terms. At this order, we have from equation
(2)
−2 (Θ− 1)V (0)s V
(1)
s + (Θ− 1)V
(1)
s + V
(0)
s u
(2)
υn+ + V
(1)
s u
(1)
υn+ = 0.
With the previous omputed values V (0)s = 1 and u
(1)
υn+ = 0, it redues to
u
(2)
υn+ = (Θ− 1) V
(1)
s . (9)
Taking into aount that φ
(1)
− = φ
(1)
+ equation (4) gives
∇2s
(
φ
(2)
− − φ
(2)
+
)
=
[
(uinj · ▽s)u
(2)
υ
]
· n, (10)
so we obtain from (5) in three dimensions with the previous value of u
(2)
υn+
φ
(2)
± = −
1
4pi
∫ (− (Θ− 1)V (1)s
|rs − r|
−
(
φ
(2)
− − φ
(2)
+
)
n ·
rs − r
|rs − r|
3
)
dS(rs)∓
(
φ
(2)
− − φ
(2)
+
)
/2
with
(
φ
(2)
− − φ
(2)
+
)
determined by equation (10). Let us note however that
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this term exists only when there is a strong tangential veloity eld (i.e.
for oblique ames). In the plane and expanding ame ases, the tangential
veloity eld an be negleted, so that
(
φ
(2)
− − φ
(2)
+
)
is also negligible in the
previous formula. In the rest of the artile, we will only write the formulas
with this term negleted, but let us insist on the fat that by doing so, we
neglet a dipolar ontribution to the potential, whih ould be important in
oblique ases.
Summing the rst and seond order terms, we have
φ
(1)
− + φ
(2)
− = φ
(1)
+ + φ
(2)
+ = −
1
4pi
∫ (Θ− 1)− (Θ− 1)V (1)s
|rs − r|
dS(rs), (11)
whih an be interpreted as a loal surfae harge modied from Θ− 1 to
Θ− 1− (Θ− 1)V (1)s . (12)
Then the total veloity eld up to the seond order is
V (0)s + V
(1)
s + V
(2)
s = 1− u
(1)
n− − u
(2)
n−
= 1 +
Θ− 1− (Θ− 1) V (1)s
2
(
1 +
1
2pi
∫
n · (rs − r)
|rs − r|
3 dS(rs)
)
−V
(0)
boundary · n−V
(1)
boundary · n−V
(2)
boundary · n, (13)
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or using V (1)s = Vs − 1 +O(Θ− 1) we nd the equivalent formulation
Vs = 1 +
Θ− 1
2
(2− Vs)
(
1 +
1
2pi
∫
n · (rs − r)
|rs − r|
3 dS(rs)
)
−Vboundary · n. (14)
Formula (13) is the oordinate-free equation for the ame front veloity ob-
tained within the seond order in gas expansion; the rst order gives the
Frankel equation. We reall that Vs is the normal veloity of the front prop-
agation, inluding laminar ame speed and indued veloity eld. Curvature
and strain eets are not inluded, see (Byhkov et al. 2003). In two dimen-
sions, the equation, obtained by similar alulations is
V (0)s + V
(1)
s + V
(2)
s = 1− u
(1)
n− − u
(2)
n−
= 1 +
Θ− 1− (Θ− 1) V (1)s
2
(
1 +
1
pi
∫
n · (rs − r)
|rs − r|
2 dl(rs)
)
−V
(0)
boundary · n−V
(1)
boundary · n−V
(2)
boundary · n, (15)
or
Vs = 1 +
Θ− 1
2
(2− Vs)
(
1 +
1
pi
∫
n · (rs − r)
|rs − r|
2 dl(rs)
)
−Vboundary · n. (16)
In order to solve this equation numerially, the front would have to be de-
sribed with marker partiles moving aording to the equation
dr
dt
= −Vsn. (17)
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Numerial solution to equation (17) may involve reonnetions in two and
three dimensions; possible ways to overome these diulties are desribed
in (Denet 2002, Denet 2004).
3 Redution to the Sivashinsky-Clavin equa-
tion
We have previously said that equation (15) obtained in the oordinate-free
ase is supposed to be the equivalent of the Sivashinsky-Clavin equation in
the plane ase. Indeed, this last equation is derived by a development whih
is one order higher than the Sivashinsky equation, while equation (15) is one
order higher than the Frankel equation. However, transition from one ase
to the other is not obvious at all. The Sivashinsky-Clavin equation ontains
the same terms with dierent oeients, but our modied Frankel equation
ontains a surfae (or line) harge, whih is not apparently onstant at every
position on the front. Furthermore, the order of magnitude of the ame
front position makes another problem, sine the position is supposed to be of
order O (Θ− 1) for the planar ase and O(1) in the oordinate-free ase. So,
is it possible to reover the Sivashinsky-Clavin equation from equation (15)?
Naturally, we have the help of the original Frankel artile (Frankel 1990),
where it was shown for the planar (on average) ase with lateral boundaries
at innity and for the irular expanding ase that the Frankel equation
redues to the Sivashinsky equation. Let us start by repeating this reasoning
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before going to the next order. In two dimensions, the Frankel equation gives:
Vs = 1 +
Θ− 1
2
(
1 +
1
pi
∫
n · (rs − r)
|rs − r|
2 dl(rs)
)
−V
(0)
boundary · n−V
(1)
boundary · n.
In the planar ase, the normal vetor is
n(r) = [−αy, 1] /
√
1 + α2y,
where y is the lateral oordinate, α is the vertial position of the front, the
vertial z oordinate is positive towards the burnt gases, αy is a notation for
the y derivative. Then equation (17) gives
αt√
1 + α2y
= −Vs. (18)
In order to reover the Sivashinsky equation, we have to develop the square
root, so we suppose α = O (Θ− 1) and y = O(1). We have
αt = −1−
α2y
2
−
Θ− 1
2
+
Θ− 1
2pi
p.v.
∫ +∞
−∞
α (χ + y)− α (y)− αy (y)χ
χ2
dχ+V
(0)
z boundary+V
(1)
z boundary.
Frankel has shown that the prinipal value in this formula is
Θ− 1
2
I (α) ,
where I (α) is the Landau operator (multipliation by |k| in Fourier spae,
16
see (Frankel 1990) for details).
Let us take as usual the hypothesis that the injetion veloity is parallel
to the z diretion and has the value V
(0)
boundary = Vinj = [0, 1]. This term
simplies itself with the −1 of the previous equation. All the following terms
of the boundary veloity are obtained by saying that they do not hange the
injetion veloity. If this veloity is imposed at a nite distane, then this
is simply obtained by the same integral as in the Frankel equation, with the
same harge, but for the mirror image of the front relative to the injetion
loation (see (Denet 2002) for an example). If the injetion is moved to
innity, then the veloity eld, aording to the Gauss theorem, will be the
same as the veloity generated by a plane front, but with a harge multiplied
by the ratio of the front surfae to the surfae of an equivalent plane front
V
(1)
z boundary =
Θ−1
2
〈√
1 + α2y
〉
= Θ−1
2
, where 〈〉 is a lateral mean value. Higher
orders will be obtained by developing the square root and replaing Θ−1 by
Θ−1− (Θ− 1)V (1)s , as disussed in the previous setion. For the time being
however, the boundary term only leads to suppress the term − (Θ− 1) /2 .
We thus obtain the Sivashinsky equation (without urvature terms)
αt +
α2y
2
=
Θ− 1
2
I (α) . (19)
Note that with α = O (Θ− 1) and ∂
∂t
= O (Θ− 1) all the terms of the
equation are of the seond order.
Let us now perform the same alulation at the next order starting from
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the two-dimensional equation (15)
Vs = 1 +
Θ− 1− (Θ− 1)V (1)s
2
(
1 +
1
pi
∫
n · (rs − r)
|rs − r|
2 dl(rs)
)
.
Equation (18) is still valid. We have, retaining terms up to the third order
αt = −1−
α2y
2
−
Θ− 1− (Θ− 1)V (1)s
2
−
Θ− 1
4
α2y+
Θ− 1− (Θ− 1)V (1)s
2
I (α) .
As before, the onstant terms (not depending on y) are eliminated by intro-
duing the boundary veloity terms, but what do we do about V (1)s , given in
equation (8), whih depends on position? The answer is simple: sine now
we have α = O (Θ− 1), then we obtain a produt of Θ − 1 and α in V (1)s .
This term is not of the rst order anymore, it is now of the seond order and
an be negleted (note that this is not neessarily the ase in all geometries).
The onstant terms in V (1)s are as usual suppressed by the boundary veloity,
and we nd
αt = −1−
α2y
2
−
Θ− 1− (Θ− 1)
(
(Θ− 1) I(α)
2
)
2
−
Θ− 1
4
α2y+
Θ− 1− (Θ− 1)
(
(Θ− 1) I(α)
2
)
2
I (α) .
Finally, adding the eets of the boundary terms, and disregarding terms of
higher orders we obtain
αt +
α2y
2
(
1 +
Θ− 1
2
)
−
Θ− 1
2
〈
α2y
2
〉
=
Θ− 1
2
(
1−
Θ− 1
2
)
I (α) . (20)
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This is the Sivashinsky-Clavin equation, written in units of laminar ame
speed (relative to the fresh gases). The lateral mean value term omes from
the boundary veloity and was absent in the original artile. It was later
added by Joulin, who used it in a number of papers, the rst one being prob-
ably (Joulin and Cambray 1992) and alled it a ounter-term. In Sivashinsky-
Clavin units the value γ = Θ−1
Θ
was used to haraterize gas expansion and
all veloities were saled by the laminar ame speed relative to burnt gases
Ub = ΘUf = Uf/(1− γ). In suh units equation (20) would be written as
αt +
α2y
2
(
1−
γ
2
)
−
γ
2
〈
α2y
2
〉
=
γ
2
(
1−
γ
2
)
I (α) .
In units of laminar ame speed relative to fresh gases Uf , but using γ as a
parameter the equation takes the form
αt +
α2y
2
(
1 +
γ
2
)
−
γ
2
〈
α2y
2
〉
=
γ
2
(
1 +
γ
2
)
I (α) .
4 Do we have the rst or seond time-derivative
in the ame equations?
One more question onerns the order of time-derivative in the Sivashinsky-
Clavin equation, whih also aets the struture of nonlinear terms in the
equation. The original DL dispersion relation (Landau and Lifshitz 1989)
is of the seond order desribing two independent linear modes of the ame
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front perturbation: one mode is growing and one is deaying. Unlike this,
the Sivashinsky equation is of the rst order in time apturing the growing
mode only; the Sivashinsky-Clavin equation has the same property. When in-
vestigating development of the DL instability, the growing mode dominates
over the deaying one and the rst-order derivative looks quite suient.
However, the seond-order time derivative proved to be of prinipal impor-
tane in many adjaent problems of ame dynamis: propagation of tulip
ames (Dold and Joulin 1995), ame interation with sound (Searby and
Rohwerger 1991, Byhkov 1999), with shoks (Byhkov 1998b) and with
external turbulene (Searby and Clavin 1986, Aldredge and Williams 1991,
Akkerman and Byhkov 2003). In all these ases some external fore redis-
tributes energy between growing and deaying modes, and it is inorret to
exlude the deaying mode out of onsideration. Besides, as we said above,
hanging the order of the time derivative we also modify the nonlinear terms
of the equation. At this point, following omments of one of the referees,
we would like to add that, in general, even a rst-order time derivative may
produe a ompliated spetrum with many stable and unstable modes. How-
ever, in the partiular ase of the linear DL instability for an innitely thin
planar ame front and a xed wave number of perturbations the number of
modes is unambiguously related to the order of time derivative. The rst
order time-derivative of the Sivashinsky equation provides only one mode
(growing), while the original DL dispersion relation with the seond order
derivative has two modes (one is growing and one is deaying).
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Let us onsider how the Sivashinsky-Clavin equation should be modied
to take into aount the seond time derivative. Within the auray of the
Sivashinsky-Clavin approah we an substitute (19) into the seond-order
terms of (20) and nd
Θ− 1
2
αt + αt +
Θ
2
α2y +
〈
α2y
2
〉
=
Θ− 1
2
I(α) (21)
or
I−1 (αtt) + αt + I
−1
(
∂
∂t
α2y
2
)
+
Θ
2
α2y −
Θ− 1
2
〈
α2y
〉
=
Θ− 1
2
I(α). (22)
The operator I−1 has a meaning of an integral, and it is dened with the a-
uray of a onstant. Still, this onstant is inluded already into the ounter-
terms. One more trouble with this operator onerns I−1 ating on a on-
stant. However, in the ase of equation (22), a onstant under I−1 would
imply physially meaningless solutions like a planar aelerating ame front,
whih may be obviously ruled out. One an easily see that the linear terms
of equation (22) oinide with the DL dispersion relation written in the limit
of Θ− 1≪ 1
Θ + 1
2Θ
I−1 (αtt) + αt =
Θ− 1
2
I(α). (23)
Equation (22) ontains only one ounter-term, beause the time-dependent
nonlinear term involves the omplete time derivative and gives zero after
averaging. Though equations (20) and (22) are mathematially equivalent
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within the expansion in Θ − 1 ≪ 1, they may lead to somewhat dierent
onlusions about properties of urved ames. For example, one of the most
important questions in the nonlinear theory of the DL instability is the ve-
loity inrease of urved stationary ames. Let us onsider propagation of
suh a ame α(t, y) = −Ωt + α(y). In that ase equations (20) and (22)
redue to
− Ω+
α2y
2
(
1 +
Θ− 1
2
)
−
Θ− 1
2
〈
α2y
2
〉
=
Θ− 1
2
(
1−
Θ− 1
2
)
I (α) (24)
and
− Ω+
Θ
2
α2y −
Θ− 1
2
〈
α2y
〉
=
Θ− 1
2
I(α). (25)
As we an see, equations (24) and (25) are dierent. It is interesting that
equation (25) is onsistent with the stationary theory (Byhkov 1998a) within
the auray of (Θ−1)α2y, while (24) is not. The above alulations illustrate
the fat that any rigorous expansion in power series leaves plenty of freedom
for mathematial manipulations, whih may lead to ambiguous physial on-
lusions. Unfortunately, almost always people use expansion in power series
of a small parameter to obtain physial results beyond the validity limits of
the expansion. As a simple illustration, suppose that we alulated some
value a using expansion in power series of ε ≪ 1, and found a = b in the
zero order approximation with a = b(1 − cε) for the rst order. The same
expression may be written in an innite number of equivalent mathematial
forms like a = b(1 − [c + b − a]ε), a = b(1 − 2cε)1/2, a = b/(1 + cε), et.
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Though these forms are equivalent within the rst order in ε ≪ 1, we ome
to dierent onlusions when investigating zero points of a with the help of
these expressions. In the above four versions of the same formula we nd
a = 0 at ε = 1/c, ε = 1/(c + b), ε = 1/2c and ε = ∞, respetively. One
enounters a similar trouble within both linear and nonlinear theories of the
DL instability. For example, the linear theories (Pelé and Clavin 1982) and
(Matalon and Matkowsky 1982) lead to notieably dierent expressions for
the ut o wavelength of the DL instability, though both theories are math-
ematially orret and equivalent within the same auray of small wave
numbers. Performing manipulations similar to those desribed above, we
an atually obtain innite number of absolutely dierent formulas for the
ut o wavelength in sope of the theory (Pelé and Clavin 1982) keeping
the same auray. So in the ase of the linear DL instability the simple
example a = b(1 − cε) is suient to explain the disrepany between the
analytial values for the ut-o wavenumber obtained by dierent authors,
as this formula is a simplied version of the dispersion relations obtained in
the two previously mentioned artiles.
What does it mean if one tries to derive a non linear equation for the
DL instability using perturbation methods ? In that ase, as pointed out by
one of the referees, the perturbations onern operators instead of funtions,
whih is a muh subtler subjet. Of ourse, in this ase, the example with a =
b(1−cε) is ultimately simplied, still it gives a rough idea why the non linear
approahes like (Zhdanov and Trubnikov 1989, Joulin 1991, Byhkov 1998a,
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Kazakov and Liberman 2002b, Kazakov and Liberman 2002a) may lead to
dierent equations for a ame front even if all mathematial alulations are
performed orretly. Singular perturbation methods for partial dierential
operators are muh more sophistiated than for funtions, and an involve a
large number of new phenomena, boundary layers being of ourse the most
well-known example. However singular layers an also our during the time
evolution, for instane initial layers for times lose to the initial onditions.
See below for a disussion of the diulties that ould happen in formal
manipulations of seond order in time equations.
When one uses expansion in powers of a small parameter, the nonlinear
equation for a ame front may be presented in an innite number of forms.
For example, suppose that we have derived a time-dependent nonlinear equa-
tion within the approah of weak nonlinearity as it was done in (Zhdanov and
Trubnikov 1989, Kazakov and Liberman 2002b). Within the same auray
of alulations one an take square of the DL dispersion relation (23) with
any oeient and add it to the equation obtained. However, when we use
the new version of the nonlinear equation to study urved stationary ames,
square of the right-hand side of (23) makes a non-zero ontribution, while
square of the left-hand side beomes zero (the rst term gives zero exatly,
and the seond term provides nonlinearity of the fourth-order). Making suh
manipulations one omes to a stationary equation like
−Ω+
(
1
2
+ C1
)
α2y+C2 [I(α)]
2−C1
〈
α2y
〉
−C2
〈
[I(α)]2
〉
=
Θ− 1
2
I(α). (26)
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with almost arbitrary oeients C1 and C2. The only restrition on the
fators C1 and C2 is that they should tend to zero suiently fast as Θ→ 1,
and that the development in Θ− 1 of the stationary solution is the same as
the original (25). It gives C1 = (Θ− 1)/2 +O(Θ− 1)
2
and C2 = O(Θ− 1)
2
for small (Θ − 1), but it must be admitted that these restritions are too
loose taking into aount realistially large values of Θ = 5 − 8 (also, it
must be remembered that urvature-related terms have to be added to (26)
in agreement with the linear theory of the DL instability). This result is
rather disouraging, beause it leaves no hope to obtain an unambiguous
formula for the ame veloity by using perturbation theories. As an illus-
tration of this fat, the authors of the two ompanion papers (Kazakov and
Liberman 2002b) and (Kazakov and Liberman 2002a) have produed two
dierent formulas for the ame veloity. The rst-order approximation in
(Zhdanov and Trubnikov 1989, Kazakov and Liberman 2002b, Boury 2003),
ontrary to the reasoning used above to obtain equation (26), employed the
DL-dispersion relation for the growing mode only
∂α
∂t
=
Θ
Θ+ 1
(
[Θ + 1− 1/Θ]1/2 − 1
)
I (α) . (27)
Using (27) within the seond-order approximation one an always onvert
time-dependent nonlinear terms into time-independent terms and vie versa.
We would like to stress that manipulations with the time-derivatives is not
something that we have invented in the present paper. They have been
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performed already in a number of papers on ame dynamis, leading to am-
biguous physial results. In the present paper, we just larify the ambiguity
and point out the danger of suh manipulations.
At this point one of the referees asks, if it is not safer to transform seond-
order time derivatives into spae-derivatives. Unfortunately, even in that ase
some ambiguity remains in the non linear terms. Besides, as we pointed out
above, by getting rid of the seond-order derivatives one loses the possibility
to study a large number of eets like tulip ames, ame interation with
shoks and many other phenomena. At present, we do not know how to avoid
the ambiguity in the perturbation theory of the non linear equation for a
ame front. In the present setion we rather formulate a question than give an
answer. We hope to insist here on the fat that an innite number of dierent
non linear equations for a ame front an be obtained by high order formal
perturbation methods. Among these formally equivalent equations, some
will give bad quantitative results (partiularly if the development parameter
is not small, whih is unfortunately the ase for ame fronts). Some will
even give bad qualitative results, for instane we ould have seond order
in time equations whih, without foring, do not approah a rst order in
time dynamis (whih is well known to attrat the dynamis for a ame
without foring). Even worse, we ould have equations with pathologial
mathematial properties (this is partiularly possible with time derivatives
in the non linear terms). Although in the rest of the paper, we insist on
the quantitative agreement on the ame veloity, it must be kept in mind
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that at some point, the time evolution of the proposed models must also be
ompared with diret numerial simulations and found satisfatory.
On the other hand, without using perturbation methods one omes to
a rather omplex set of equations (Byhkov et al. 2003) with almost zero
hope to solve it analytially, and also very diult to solve numerially.
Lukily, in the ase of urved stationary ames the problem of ame veloity
has been solved with the help of diret numerial simulations (Byhkov et
al. 1996); later alulations (Kadowaki 1999, Travnikov et al. 2000) onrmed
the original results.
The unertainty in the rigorous perturbation nonlinear theories of the
DL instability inreases the role of simple phenomenologial models like that
proposed in (Joulin and Cambray 1992). Using the models one an obtain
qualitative or even semi-quantitative understanding of ame dynamis, whih
may be heked and orreted quantitatively in diret numerial simulations.
The model (Joulin and Cambray 1992) inluded rst-order time-derivative
similar to the Sivashinsky equation (19). When seond-order derivatives are
important, similar model an be onstruted on the basis of equation (22).
Comparing equations (22) and (23) we an easily extrapolate (22) to the ase
of realisti Θ as
Θ+ 1
2Θ
I−1 (αtt) + αt + I
−1
(
∂
∂t
α2y
2
)
+
(
1
2
+ C1
)
α2y − C1
〈
α2y
〉
=
Θ− 1
2
I(α).
(28)
Similar equation was proposed in Boury's thesis (Boury 2003), in the spirit
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of the phenomenologial theory used in (Dold and Joulin 1995) to study tulip
ames. The linear part of (28) is a well-known DL dispersion relation. Let us
note however that inluding urvature eets in this type of equation may be
non trivial, beause atually the Markstein lengths are frequeny-dependent
(see (Joulin 1994, Clavin and Joulin 1997, Denet and Toma 1995)). The
unknown oeient C1 may be adjusted by using diret numerial simulations
of urved stationary ames. In (Boury 2003) the oeient was hosen to
provide the same stationary amplitude as either a third order gas expansion
theory or diret numerial simulations. However, we believe that tting
diret numerial simulations is a better idea. As explained before, a high
order perturbation theory an be written in several equivalent ways, with
dierent quantitative results for large Θ (see for instane, equations (24) and
(25)). Below, we illustrate that this kind of t an atually be used to obtain
almost any urved ame veloity, with only some restritions for small gas
expansion. The stationary version of (28) is
− Ω+
(
1
2
+ C1
)
α2y − C1
〈
α2y
〉
=
Θ− 1
2
I(α). (29)
Equation (29) may be solved analytially (Thual et al. 1985, Joulin and
Cambray 1992), whih leads to the maximal veloity inrease
Ωmax =
(Θ− 1)2
8 (1 + 2C1)
2 . (30)
The maximal veloity inrease obtained in diret numerial simulations (Byhkov
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et al. 1996, Kadowaki 1999, Travnikov et al. 2000) is plotted in gure 1
by markers. The urves of gure 1 show the analytial formulas for the
veloity inrease, whih follow from the theories (Zhdanov and Trubnikov
1989, Byhkov 1998a, Kazakov and Liberman 2002b, Joulin and Cambray
1992). As we an see, the formulas (Zhdanov and Trubnikov 1989, Kazakov
and Liberman 2002b, Joulin and Cambray 1992) overestimate the veloity
inrease notieably, espeially for Θ = 8 orresponding to stoihiometri
methane and propane ames. So far, the formula proposed in (Byhkov
1998a)
Ωmax =
Θ
2
(Θ− 1)2
Θ3 +Θ2 + 3Θ− 1
(31)
provides the best analytial t for the numerial results. At this point we
have to note that, as was remarked in (Boury 2003), neither of the pa-
pers (Zhdanov and Trubnikov 1989, Byhkov 1998a, Kazakov and Liberman
2002b, Kazakov and Liberman 2002a) inluded Joulin ounter-terms (see
again (Joulin and Cambray 1992)), whih would lead to onsiderable quan-
titative orretions to all these results inluding equation (31). However,
one an obtain almost any veloity inrease in sope of the perturbation ap-
proahes, and the formula (31) of (Byhkov 1998a) as well as other formulas
of (Zhdanov and Trubnikov 1989, Kazakov and Liberman 2002b, Kazakov
and Liberman 2002a) may be equally treated as analytial guesses rather
than unambiguous results. Taking (31) as the estimate for the veloity in-
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rease we nd
C1 =
(Θ− 1)
4(2Ωmax)1/2
−
1
2
=
1
4
(
Θ2 +Θ+ 3− 1/Θ
)1/2
−
1
2
. (32)
The model equation (28) involves also time-dependent nonlinear terms, whih
annot be adjusted with the help of diret numerial simulations for station-
ary ames. However, studies of urved ame stability (Byhkov, Kovalev and
Liberman 1999, Pethenko and Byhkov 2004) indiate that time-dependent
nonlinear terms are of minor importane. For simpliity, when onstruting a
qualitative model the time-dependent nonlinear term may be omitted. Still,
there is another problem with formula (31), namely, equation (32) does not
reprodue orret asymptotis for C1 at Θ→ 1. Making slight modiations
of (31) we an remedy this trouble, sine, as we have pointed out above, the
stationary ame veloity is almost a free parameter in the nonlinear pertur-
bation theories. For example, we an hoose
Ωmax =
Θ
2
(Θ− 1)2
Θ3 + 2Θ2 + 5Θ− 4
(33)
with respetive orretions to the oeient C1
C1 =
(Θ− 1)
4(2Ωmax)1/2
−
1
2
=
1
4
(
Θ2 + 2Θ + 5− 4/Θ
)1/2
−
1
2
. (34)
The veloity inrease (33) is shown in gure 1 by the dashed line. As we
an see, it provides even better agreement with diret numerial simulations
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than (31).
Of ourse, the above alulations is not the way to onstrut an unam-
biguous rigorous equation to alulate the ame propagation veloity. Par-
tiularly, one of the referees points out that the seond order time derivative
is useless, if the ultimate goal is only to ompute the ame veloity. But
we reall that the non linear theory of the DL instability in an inevitable
starting point for many other problems like oblique ames, tulip ames,
ame interation with turbulene, with aoustis or shok waves, burning
in tubes with heat losses. As an example, the non linear equations (see for
instane (Joulin and Cambray 1992, Byhkov 1998a)) developed to desribe
the DL instability were later used with some modiations to study turbu-
lent ames in (Cambray and Joulin 1992, Denet 1997, Byhkov 2000, Zaytsev
and Byhkov 2002, Akkerman and Byhkov 2003). In the same way, equa-
tion ((28)) an also be modied to get an understanding of other, muh more
ompliated phenomena.
5 Conlusion
In this artile, starting from a low vortiity approah (Byhkov et al. 2003)
proposed to desribe premixed ames in a oordinate-free way, we have devel-
oped this formulation in powers of the gas expansion parameter. It appears
that at the lowest order in gas expansion, the Frankel equation (equivalent
of the Sivashinsky equation for the oordinate-free ase) is reovered. At the
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seond order, we have shown that ompliations arise in the ase of oblique
ames. On the ontrary, if the tangential veloity is small (planar on aver-
age and expanding ames), we have obtained a modied form of the Frankel
equation, with a orretion of the surfae harge. In the planar ase, we have
shown that this modied equation redues to the Sivashinsky-Clavin equa-
tion (a seond order in gas expansion orretion to the original Sivashinsky
equation). We have thus shown that the small vortiity formulation ontains
the Sivashinsky-Clavin equation as a partiular ase. A diret numerial so-
lution of this formulation, although diult, ould desribe both the slow
dynamis of a ame without external foring, and the rapid evolution that
takes plae under some onditions (aousti foring, interation with shok
waves). On the ontrary, the equations obtained here as the lowest orders of
a development in gas expansion are inherently limited to a slow, rst order
in time dynamis. Although potentially easier to solve than the full small
vortiity equations (at least without tangential blowing) it must be realled
that in the planar ase, in order to obtain good quantitative agreement with
numerial simulations, Joulin and Cambray (Joulin and Cambray 1992) have
been obliged to perform some empirial modiations of the oeients of the
Sivashinsky-Clavin equation. The purpose of these new oeients was to
desribe better the instability growth rates and the amplitude of stationary
ellular ames. We suggest dierent ways to onstrut similar phenomenolog-
ial equations, partiularly taking into aount seond-order time derivatives
inherent to the DL dispersion relation. We also disuss the best way of ad-
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justing the numerial oeients of the model equation using reent results
of diret numerial simulations for the veloity inrease beause of the DL
instability (Byhkov et al. 1996, Kadowaki 1999, Travnikov et al. 2000). It
remains to be seen if the same type of modiation has to be used in the
oordinate-free ase, both for the small vortiity equations and its small gas
expansion, low frequeny limit. In any event, we hope that the present artile
has served to explain the relations between dierent existing approahes to
the problem of nonlinear premixed ames dynamis.
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